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CLASS IX 
SUBJECT- ENGLISH 

 WRITING 

1.While visiting JantarMantar, you came across many children outside the 

monument with begging bowls in their hands. You are shocked and disgusted at this 

sight. Make a diary entry in about 100 words. 

2.Rakesh was caught missing the class and playing in the ground. What happened 

thereafter? Write in a paragraph. 

3. Write an article on “An Ideal Student”. 

4. Write an article on “Importance of Girl Child Education”. 

GRAMMAR 
1. A brief note on Will, Would, Shall, Should, Can, Could, Used to. 
2. Use of Passive in News Paper: 20 Examples. 
3. Subject – Verb Agreements: 10 Rules with Examples. 
4. Reported Speech: Interrogatives and Imperatives 

LITERATURE: 
Read the following chapters and note down the difficult words. 

1. My childhood 
2. Packing 
3. Reach for the Top 
4. The Bond of Love 

 
SUBJECT- HINDI 

 
1. keÀer®eæ[ keÀe keÀeJ³e  Heeþ kesÀ ÒeMveesÊej efueKees~ 

2. SkeÀ HetÀue keÀer ®een keÀefJelee kesÀ ÒeMveesÊej efueKees~ 

3. Deveg®íso efueKees  ö 

keÀ. l³eesnejeW keÀe peerJeve ceW cenÊJe 

Ke.ceOegjJeeCeer 

ie.Yeejle keÀer ÒecegKe mecem³eeSB 

Ie.meenme 

*. Fbìjvesì 

®e. yeæ{leer pevemebK³ee 

í.  me®®eer efce$elee  

4.  He$e efueKeesö    

keÀ. efHeleepeer keÀes 

Ke.  DeHeveer oeoer keÀes 
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ie.  DeHeves efce$e keÀes 

5. ¢M³e –JeCe&ve    õ  keÀesF& leerve ¢M³e 

6. mebJeeo efueKees ö 

keÀ.  oeoer-Heesles kesÀ yeer®e  

Ke.   efHelee-Heg$e kesÀ yeer®e  

ie.  ceefnuee Deewj meypeerJeeuee 

7. efJe%eeHeve yeveeDees ö 

keÀ.  SefMe³eve HeWì 

Ke.  efyejuee efmeceWì 

ie.  keÀuece 

Ie.  efnboer Heef$ekeÀe 

8.  mebefOe keÀjes ö 20 Meyo   

9.  mebefOe efJe®íso keÀjesö  20 Meyo 

10. neefceo KeeB keÀneveer keÀes Heæ{keÀj ÒeMveeW kesÀ GÊej efueKees~ 

SUBJECT- ODIA 
 

 Write all the Question’s answer of lesson  

(1) Manishabhai. 

(2) Hee mora kalama . 

(3) Prakrutabandhu. 

(4) Bamanarahata O’aakasarachandra. 

(5) Patakauttolana. 

(6) Durapahada. 

 Write grammar portion- Sandhi ( All types of sandhi -Swara sandhi ,                                                            

Byanjana sandhi ,Bisarga sandhi )Samasha ( All types of samasha -Tatpurusa 

,Karmadharaya ,Dwanda ,Digu ,Bahubree ,Abayeebhaba )Krudanta with all 

examples. 

 Write Essay- 

(1) Sadhuta O’ Kartabyaparayanata . 
(2)Chaali najanee baataradosha . 
(3)Jibanee pathara aabasyakata . 
(4)Bharata ra simanta samasyaa. 
(5)Manaba sebaree bigyaana . 
(6)Naitikasikhya. 
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SUBJECT- PHYSICS 
 

1. Seat belts in cars are called safety belts. Why? 

2. What do you mean by acceleration due to gravity? 

3. A runner presses the ground with his feet before he starts his run. Identify 

action and reaction in this situation. 

4. Why does the weight of a body vary from poles to equator? 

5. What is the numerical ratio of average velocity to average speed of an object 

moving along a straight line path? 

6. A particle is moving in a circle of diameter 5m. What is its displacement when 

it covers one and half revolutions? 

7. Is it possible that the train in which you are sitting appears to move while it is 

at rest? 

8. Define (a) average speed and (b) average velocity 

9. State the name of the force which is responsible for the formation of tides in 

the sea. 

10. A runner presses the ground with his feet before he starts his run. Identify 

action and reaction in this situation. 

11. An athlete always runs some distance before taking a jump. Why? 

12. A heavy and a light object have same momentum. Which of these is travelling 

faster? 

13. Two objects of masses m1 and m2 are dropped in vacuum from a height above 

the surface of earth (m1 is greater than m2). Which one will reach the ground 

first and why? 

14. Why does the weight of a body vary from poles to equator? 

15. A stone thrown up vertically returns to the thrower after 6s. find 

a. The velocity with which it was thrown up. 

b. The maximum height it reaches. 

16. A bullet of mass 10g travelling horizontally with a velocity of 150ms-1 strikes 

stationary wooden block and comes to rest in 0.03s. Calculate the distance of 

penetration of bullet into the block. Also calculate the magnitude of force 

exerted by the wooden block on the bullet.     

17. State Universal law of Gravitation. How does the gravitational force of 

attraction between two bodies change when the distance between them is 

reduced to half? 

18. Derive the relation between g and G.          
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19. A ball is gently dropped from a height of 20m. If its velocity increases 

uniformly at the rate of 10ms-2, with what velocity will it strike the ground? 

After what time will it strike the ground? 

20. (a) What can be depicted from the graph regarding the motion of the object? 

(b) find the value of acceleration from the graph. 
 

                                                           50 

         Velocity (ms-1)        30 

                                                           10 

                                                             

                                                                 0    10    20    30   40    time(S) 

 

21. Find the displacement of a body whose velocity time graph is shown below: 

 

 
                                    15 
              velocity(ms-1)10 
                                     5 

                                                      

                                                       0     2      4      6      8     10    12     14         time(s)      

22. A bullet of mass 10g travelling horizontally with a velocity of 150ms-1 strikes 

stationary wooden block and comes to rest in 0.03s. Calculate the distance of 

penetration of bullet into the block. Also calculate the magnitude of force 

exerted by the wooden block on the bullet.     

23. A force of 2N acting on a body changes its velocity uniformly from 2ms-1 to 

5ms-1 in 10s. Calculate the mass of the body.         

24. A boy of mass 50kg running 5ms-1 jumps on to a 20kg stationary trolley. Find 

their common velocity.             

25. Define Newton’s second law of motion. How would you arrive at a 

mathematical formula to measure force using second law of motion?    

26. Find the displacement of a body whose velocity time graph is shown below: 

 
                                    15 
            Velocity (ms-1) 10 
                                      5 

                                                     

                                                        0      2      4      6      8   10     12         time(s)      
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27. The velocity time graph of a body  is shown below: 

a. State the kind of motion represented by OA and AB 

b. What is the acceleration for BC 

c. Find the distance travelled between 10th and 30th second. 

 
                                    15           A                         B 
           Velocity (ms-1)  10                
                                      5   o                                       C 
 

                                                                    0          10            20            30       40       time(s)      

 
SUBJECT- CHEMISTRY 

 

Using Symbol and Valence given to you write the chemical formulae for the 

followings 

1.   Zinc oxide 

2.   Aluminium chloride 

3.   Calcium sulphide 

4.   Sodium carbonate 

5.   Magnesium nitrate 

6.   Barium sulphate 

7.   Potassium sulphate 

8.   Ammonium phosphate 

9.   Silver nitrate 

10.   Ferrous chloride 

11.   Aluminium phosphate 

12.   Calcium bicarbonate 

13.   Aluminium oxide 

14.   Potassium carbonate 

15.   Zinc chloride 

16.   Lead(II) nitrate 

17.   Silver bromide 

18.   Sodium sulphite 

19.   Magnesium oxide  

20.   Barium chloride 

21.   Ferric sulphate 

22.   Mercury(II) oxide 

23.   Copper(II)carbonate 

24.   Ferrous sulphate 
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25.   Iron(II)sulphide  

Write the name of the compounds whose chemical formulae are given below. 

1) Zn3(PO4)2 2) Al2(CO3)3 3) K2SO4  4) NH4NO3 5) Ca(OH)2 6) FeS 7) PbCO3 8) Ag2O 

9) BaSO4 10) NaHCO3 11) Fe(NO3)3 13) Na2SO3 

IONS- Atoms or clusters of atoms carrying charge on them are called ions. Ions may 

be positive ( for metals) or negative(for non metals) 

EXAMPLES- 

Sodium ion-   Na+ , Calcium ion- Ca2+,    Aluminium ion- Al3+ ,  Chloride ion- Cl-, Oxide 

ion- O2-, Nitride ion- N3-( Valence number of positive or negative charge) 

Now write to represent the following ions. 

1. Calcium ion 

2. Potassium ion 

3. Sulphide ion 

4. Bromide ion 

5. Ferric ion 

6. Copper(II)ion 

Q1. What is mole? 

Q2. Write law of conservation of mass. 

Q3. Write law of constant proportion. 

Q4. Write Dalton’s Atomic theory. 

Q.5. Find the molecular mass for the followings, 

a) NH3   b) Ca3(PO4)2    c)  Al( NO3)3    d) K2CO3   [ N-14u,H-1u,Ca-40u,O-16u,Al-27u,C-

12u, K-39u] 

Q6. Convert the followings to mole. 

 a) 9.8g of H2SO4     b)  25g of HNO3     c)  50g of Al2O3 

Q7. Find the mass in gram for the followings. 

 a) 5mole of  Al( NO3)3     b) 10 mole of K2CO3       c)  0.2 mole of  Ca3(PO4)2     

Q8. How many molecules are there in 3.6 g of H2O? 

Q9. Find the mass of one carbon atom in gram. 

 

A. Read your text book chapter 1,2,3 thoroughly and then write exercise questions 

from each chapter. 

B. Read the chapter “ structure of the atom” from your text book and write the 

answer of the exercise questions. 
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SUBJECT- MATHS 
 

CHAPTER 9: AREAS OF PARALLELOGRAMS AND TRIANGLES (EXERCISE 9.1 TO 9.3 to 
be completed)  

Q(1) What is the nature of the number ( -5 + 2 5  - 5 ) 

Q(2) Find the factors of the expression    xy + yz + ax + az. 

Q(3)Find the coordinates of the point whose abscissa is 2 and which lies on the X-axis 

Q(4)What is the equation of  y axis? 

Q(5) In ∆ABC , if A  ˃  B  then find the relation between the sides BC and AC. 

Q(6)Two opposite angles of a parallelogram are (3x – 2 ) 0  and ( 50 – x) 0 then find the 

measure of each angle of the parallelogram. 

Q(7) Factorise  7 2 x 2  - 10x - 4 2  

Q (8) Find four rational numbers between 
2

1
 and 

3

2
. 

Q(9) Prove that a diagonal of a parallelogram divides it into two congruent triangles. 
Q(10) In the  figure if AB = CD , show that AC = BD. State the axiom used for the 
same.     

 
Q (11) L and M are two parallel lines intersected by another pair of parallel lines p     
and   q. Show that ∆ ABC   ∆ CDA 
 

 
 
Q(12) Plot these points on cartesian plane.  ( 3, -2 ) ( -1, - 4) 
Q(13) ABCD is a parallelogram and AP and CQ are perpendiculars from vertices A and  
C  on diagonal BD. Show that   ∆APB   ∆CQD.  

 

Q(14) Represent 3  on the number line. 
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Q(15) Find the value of  ‘a’ and ‘b’ in the  equation 
347

325




 = a + b 3  

Q (16) AB is a line segment and P is its mid point. D and E are points on the same side 
of AB , such that BAD = ABE and  EPA = DPB. Show that ∆ DAP   ∆EBP. 

                                                 

Q(17) Prove that the sum of all angles of a triangle is 180. 

Q (18) If the polynomial 2x3 + ax2 +3x -5 and x3 + x2 – 2x +a  leave the same 

remainder, when  both are divided by  x-2, then find the value of a. Also find the 

remainder in each case.  

Q.(19) Prove that an equilateral triangle can be constructed on any given line 

segment. 

Q (20) In the given figure X = 620  ,   XYZ = 540 . If YO and ZO are the bisectors of  

XYZ and XZY , respectively of ∆XYZ, then find OZY and    YOZ.  

  

Q (21) Solve  the equation 2x+ 1 = x-3, and represent the solution on (i) the number 

line   and (ii) on the Cartesian plane. 

Q (22) Divide the polynomial 3x3 – 4x2 - 3x – 1 by  x - 1 

 Q (23) Factorise   27p3 - 
216

1
 - 

2

9
p3 + 

4

1

p 

Q (24) Simplify : ) In the given figure the sides AB and AC of  ∆ABC are produced to 

points E and D respectively. If bisectors BO and CO of CBE and BCD respectively 

meet at point O, then prove that   BOC  = 90 - 
2

1
BAC  
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Q (25) Prove that  x3 +  y3  + z3  - 3xyz  =  
2

1
 ( x + y + z ) [( x-y) 2 + ( y- z )2 + ( z- x )2] 

Q (26) Yamini and Fatima two students of class IX of a school contributed Rs. 100 

towards the Prime Minister Relief Fund to help the earthquake victims. Write a linear 

equation which satisfy this data.  Draw the graph of the same. 

Q (27) In a parallelogram ABCD, E and F are the mid- points of sides AB and CD 

respectively. Show that the line segment AF and EC trisect the diagonal BD.  

 

Q (28) (a) Visualise 4. 26 on the number line, up to 4 decimal places.  

           (b)  Evaluate  (102)3  using suitable identity.  

Q (29) (a) Show that the diagonals of rhombus are perpendicular to each other. 

 (b) Write any two  Euclid’s postulates. 

Q (30) State and prove converse of Mid- Point theorem 
 

SUBJECT- BIOLOGY 
 

1. State the characteristic features of Plant Tissue (Parenchyma, Collenchyma & 

Sclerenchyma) 

2. State the characteristic features of Animal Tissues (Straited Muscle fibre and 

Nervous Tissues) 

3. Write down the characteristic and their adaptive features of earthworm, 

cockroaches, bony fish and bird. 

4. Write down the characteristic feature and their adaptive features of Spirogyra, 

Fern, Cone, Mushroom and Dicot Plant. 

5. Explain the life cycle of Mosquito. 
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6. How you will perform the starch test and Metanil Yellow Test in Legumes (Dal)? 

7. How do we classify organism? 

8. What do you mean by evolution? 

9. Who wrote the book origin of species and when? 

10. State any three important features of Kingdom Monera.  

11. Draw the flow chart of 5 Kingdom Classification. 

12. Draw the diagrams of Kingdom fungi (Text Book). 

 
SUBJECT- HISTORY & CIVICS 

 
1. What are the important causes of the Russian Revolution ?  
2. Who were the Liberals, Radicals and Conservatives? 
3. Explain the February Revolution of 1917 ? 
4. Who were the Reds, the Greens and the Whites ? 
5. What steps were taken in Russia after the Russian Revolution of 1917 to  
 make Russia a Socialist State ? 
6. What were the features of Collectivisation of Stalin ? 
7. What were the Global influence of the Russian Revolution ? 
8. What were the Global impacts of the French Revolution ? 
9. What are the different types of elections ? 
10. What are the importance of election in Democracy ? 
11. What are the positive impacts of Political Competition ? 
12. What makes an election Democratic ? 
13. What are the outcome of the India’s elections ? 
14. What are the challenges to free and fair elections in India ? 
15. What are the role played by the opposition party in our Democracy ? 

 
SUBJECT- GEOGRAPHY 

 

Q1.Define the terms- Weather, Climate, Monsoon. 

Q2.What are the elements of weather and climate? 

Q3.Mention the six major climatic controls of any place. 

Q4.What are the factors affecting India’s climate? 

Q5.Explain the terms-Coriolis force, Jet stream, Western cyclonic disturbance, ITCZ, 

EL Nino. 

Q6. On an outline map of India, show advancing of Monsoon (Pg.no-32). Retreating  

Monsoon (Pg.no-34). Annual  rainfall (Pg.no-37). 

Q7. What do you mean by Poverty? Mention the conditions of a poverty ridden 

person. 
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Q8. How social scientists define the poverty? 

Q9. Mention the causes of poverty. 

Q10.What are the Anti-Poverty Measures taken by govt. of India? 

 
SUBJECT- FOUNDATION OF IT 

 

Q1. What do you mean by protocols? 

Q2. Write about HTTP,FTP,SMTP,POP,VoIP. 

Q3. What is Cloud computing? Differentiate private and public Cloud. 

Q4. What do you understand by multimedia? 

Q5.Describe the Chat sites and social networks.  

 

---------------- 

 


